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1.1 The System and Control Volume 
The system is whatever we want to study. It may be as simple as a free body or as complex as an
entire chemical refinery. We may want to study a quantity of matter contained within a closed, rigid-
walled tank, or we may want to consider something such as a pipeline through which natural gas
flows. The composition of the matter inside the system may be fixed or may be changing through
chemical or nuclear reactions. The shape or volume of the system being analyzed is not necessarily
constant, as when a gas in a cylinder is compressed by a piston or a balloon is inflated.
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TYPES OF SYSTEMS
Two basic kinds of systems are distinguished in this presentation. These are referred to,
respectively, as closed systems and control volumes. A closed system refers to a fixed quantity
of matter, whereas a control volume is a region of space through which mass may flow.
A closed system is defined when a particular quantity of matter is under study. A closed system
always contains the same matter. There can be no transfer of mass across its boundary.
A special type of closed system that does not interact in any way with its surroundings is called
an isolated system. Figure 1.1 shows a gas in a piston–cylinder assembly. When the valves are
closed, we can consider the gas to be a closed system. The boundary lies just inside the piston
and cylinder walls, as shown by the dashed lines on the figure. The portion of the boundary
between the gas and the piston moves with the piston. No mass would cross this or any other
part of the boundary.
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1.2 Macroscopic Description 
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MACROSCOPIC AND MICROSCOPIC VIEWS OF THERMODYNAMICS
Systems can be studied from a macroscopic or a microscopic point of view. The
macroscopic approach to thermodynamics is concerned with the gross or overall
behavior. This is sometimes called classical thermodynamics. No model of the structure
of matter at the molecular, atomic, and subatomic levels is directly used in classical
thermodynamics.
Although the behavior of systems is affected by molecular structure, classical
thermodynamics allows important aspects of system behavior to be evaluated from
observations of the overall system.
The microscopic approach to thermodynamics, known as statistical thermodynamics,
is concerned directly with the structure of matter. The objective of statistical
thermodynamics is to characterize by statistical means the average behavior of the
particles making up a system of interest and relate this information to the observed
macroscopic behavior of the system.
For applications involving lasers, plasmas, high-speed gas flows, chemical kinetics, very
low temperatures (cryogenics), and others, the methods of statistical thermodynamics
are essential. Moreover, the microscopic approach is instrumental in developing
certain data, for example, ideal gas specific heats
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1.3 Properties and State of a System 
The matter in a system may exist in several phases: a solid, a liquid, or a gas. A phase is a
quantity of matter that has the same chemical composition throughout; that is, it is
homogeneous. It is all solid, all liquid, or all gas. Phase boundaries separate the phases in
what, when taken as a whole, is called a mixture. Gases can be mixed in any ratio to form a
single phase. Two liquids that are miscible form a mixture when mixed; but liquids that are
not miscible, such as water and oil, form two phases.
A pure substance is uniform in chemical composition. It may exist in more than one phase,
such as ice, liquid water, and vapor, in which each phase would have the same
composition. A uniform mixture of gases is a pure substance as long as it does not react
chemically (as in combustion) or liquefy in which case the composition would change.
A property is any quantity that serves to describe a system. The state of a system is its
condition as described by giving values to its properties at a particular instant.
The common properties are pressure, temperature, volume, velocity, and position; others
must occasionally be considered. Shape is important when surface effects are significant
Thermodynamic properties are divided into two general types, intensive and extensive.
An intensive property is one that does not depend on the mass of the system.
Temperature, pressure, density, and velocity are examples since they are the same for
the entire system, or for parts of the system. If we bring two systems together, intensive
properties are not summed.
An extensive property is one that does depend on the mass of the system; mass, volume,
momentum, and kinetic energy are examples. If two systems are brought together the
extensive property of the new system is the sum of the extensive properties of the original
two systems.
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1.4 Equilibrium, Processes, and Cycles

When the temperature of a system is referred to, it is assumed that all points of the system
have the same, or approximately the same, temperature. When the properties are
constant from point to point and when there is no tendency for change with time, a
condition of thermodynamic equilibrium exists. If the temperature, for example, is
suddenly increased at some part of the system boundary, spontaneous redistribution is
assumed to occur until all parts of the system are at the same increased temperature. If a
system would undergo a large change in its properties when subjected to some small
disturbance, it is said to be in metastable equilibrium. A mixture of gasoline and air, and a
bowling ball on top of a pyramid are examples.
When a system changes from one equilibrium state to another, the path of successive
states through which the system passes is called a process. If, in the passing from one state
to the next, the deviation from equilibrium is small, and thus negligible, a quasiequilibrium
process occurs; in this case, each state in the process can be idealized as an equilibrium
state. Quasiequilibrium processes can approximate many processes, such as the
compression and expansion of gases in an internal combustion engine, with acceptable
accuracy.
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If a system undergoes a quasiequilibrium process (such as the compression of air in a
cylinder of an engine) it may be sketched on appropriate coordinates by using a solid line,
as shown between states 1 and 2 in Fig. 1.4a. If the system, however, goes from one
equilibrium state to another through a series of nonequilibrium states (as in combustion)
a nonequilibrium process occurs.
In Fig. 1.4b the dashed curve represents a nonequilibrium process between (V1, P1) and
(V2, P2); properties are not uniform throughout the system and thus the state of the
system is not known at each state between the two end states.
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When a system in a given initial state experiences a series of quasiequilibrium processes
and returns to the initial state, the system undergoes a cycle. At the end of the
cycle the properties of the system have the same values they had at the beginning.

The prefix iso- is attached to the name of any property that remains unchanged in a
process. An isothermal process is one in which the temperature is held constant; in an
isobaric process, t he pressure remains constant; an isometric process is a constant-
volume process. Note the isobaric and the isometric legs in Fig. 1.6 (the lines between
states 4 and 1 and between 2 and 3, respectively).
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1.5 Units 
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Example
5kg plastic tank that has a volume of 0.2m3 is filled with liquid water. Assuming the density of 
water is 1000kg/m3, determine the weight of the combined system.
Solution: given      mass of tank        mt=5kg

Volume of the tank  V=0.2m3

Density of water      ρw=1000kg/m3

Mass of water        mw= Vwx ρw 
=0.2m3 x 1000kg/m3 =200kg

total mass             m= mw+mt
=200kg+5kg

total weight            w= m x g =205kg x 9.81m/sec2=2011N
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Since it is frequently necessary to work with extremely large or small values when using
the SI unit system, a set of standard prefixes is provided in Table below to simplify
matters. For example, km denotes kilometer, that is, 10 m.

Example
What is the force required to accelerate a mass of 30kg at a rate of 15m/sec2.
Solution: given ,    mass                                m=30kg

Acceleration                      а = 15m/sec2

F= m x a  =30kg  x 15m/sec2 =450N
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1.6 Density, Specific Volume, and Specific Weight

specific volume v is volume per unit mass. By comparing their definitions, we see that
the two properties are related by

       =           =     ; 	 =   
v=   

Associated with (mass) density is weight density, or specific weight ϒ :

ϒ =   																										with units N/  
(Note that ϒ is volume-specific, not mass-specific.) Specific weight is related to density
through W = mg:

For water, nominal values of  	and ϒ are, respectively, 1000 kg/m3 and 9810 N/m3.
For air at standard conditions, the nominal values are 1.21 kg/m3 and 11.86 N/m3.

Example 1

Solution
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1.7 Pressure 
In gases and liquids, the effect of a normal force acting on an area is the pressure. If a force
ΔF acts at an angle to an area ΔA (Fig. 1.7), only the normal component ΔFn enters into the
definition of pressure:

The SI unit of pressure and stress is the pascal.
1 pascal =1 N/m2

However, in this text it is convenient to work 
with multiples of the pascal: the kPa, the bar,
and the MPa.

Although atmospheric pressure varies with location on the earth, a standard reference
value can be defined and used to express other pressures.

1 standard atmosphere (atm) =  1.01325  ×105 N/m2
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PRESSURE VARIATION WITH ELEVATION

p = patm +  	g h

h
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In many relations, absolute pressure must be used. Absolute pressure is gage pressure
plus the local atmospheric pressure:

Pabs = Pgage + Patm

A negative gage pressure is often called a vacuum, and gages capable of reading negative
pressures are vacuum gages. A gage pressure o f −50 kPa would be referred to as a
vacuum of 50 kPa (the sign is omitted). Figure 1.8 shows the relationships between
absolute and gage pressure at two different points.

Pabs = Patm  - Pgage(vacuum)
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Pressure measurement by a Bourdon tube gage. Pressure sensor with automatic data acquisition.
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1.8 Temperature 
Temperature is actually a measure of molecular activity
EQUALITY OF TEMPERATURES
Let two bodies be isolated from the surroundings but placed in contact with each other. If
one is hotter than the other, the hotter body will become cooler and the cooler body will
become hotter; both bodies will undergo change until all properties (e.g., pressure) of the
bodies cease to change. When this occurs, thermal equilibrium
A rather obvious observation is referred to as the zeroth law of thermodynamics:
if two systems are equal in temperature to a third, they are equal i n temperature to
each other.

TEMPERATURE SCALE:
Celcsius scale symbol oC or called Centigrade. The Celsius scale was based on two fixed,
easily duplicated points, the ice point and the steam point, these two points are numbered
0oC and 100oC on the Celsius scale. And absolute scale related to Celsius is referred to as the
Kelvin scale and is designated as K.
K=oC+273.15

There is other scale of temperature called Fahrenheit scale has symbol oF at which the ice 
point and steam point are numbered 32oF and 212oF.
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212100
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And the absolute scale related to Fahrenheit scale is referred as the Rankin and designated R

)(8.1)(
460

KTRT
FR o

=
+=

Example 
Consider a system whose temperature is 18oC. Express this temperature in R, K, and oF.
Solution:    given   t=18oC

T(oF)=32+1.8T(oC)
=32+1.8 x 18=64.4oF

T(K)=T(oC)+273
=18+273.15=291.15K

T(R ) =T(oF)+459.67
=64.4+459.67=524.07R

or                T(R )=1.8T(K)=1.8 x 291.15=524.07R

Example
The deep body temperature of a healthy person is 37oC. What is it in Kelvin.
Solution:               given       T(c)=37oC

T(k)=T(c)+273.15=310.15K
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1.9 Energy 
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The sum of all the microscopic forms of energy is called the internal energy of a system 
and is denoted by U.

Consider a system composed of two automobiles that hit head on and are at rest after
the collision. Because the energy of the system is the same before and after the collision,
the initial total kinetic energy KE must simply have been transformed into another kind
of energy, in this case, internal energy U, stored primarily in the deformed metal.
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Quiz No. 1
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Quiz No. 2
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